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ABSTRACT
Neugebauer ' s Colorimetric Quality Factor for a
simple additive color reproduction system is calculated
for 17 detector response functions. Each response
function is used to simulate the reproduction of 124
colors and 774 metameric grays. The mean color difference
between original and reproduced colors is calculated
for colors and metamers for each detector response.
The relationship between mean color difference and
cclorimetric Quality factor is studied.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The requirements of all color reproduction processes are
fundamentally based on the spectral response of the human visual
system. In an additive color system, color separation occurs
when red, green, and blue information is recorded via a
3-channel detection system. The analogy in color photographic
systems lies in cyan, magenta, and yellow dye-forming layers
which are sensitive to red, green, and blue scene information
respectively. For any given set of additive primaries (i.e.
red, green, and blue lights) there is an associated set of color
matching functions (CMF), which are the relative amounts of each
primary required to match the colors on the spectrum locus.
Reproduced colors will match the original colors only if the
spectral responses of the color separation system are identical
to, or linear transformations of, the CMF's of the human visual
system C13.
J. C. Maxwell C23 observed the dependency of the process
of color reproduction upon the following factors:
1. The choice of additive primaries.
2. Determination of the CMF's of the primaries.
3. Choice of spectral response linearly related to the
CMF's of the primaries.
4. Proper synthesis of reproduction using primaries
linearly driven by the signals from the detectors with
the correct spectral responses.
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Neugebauer C33 proposed a metric of comparison between
spectral responses and color matching functions or some linear
transformation thereof. This metric indicates how closely a
given set of spectral responses follows a set of CMF's.
Neugebauer 's work was intended to facilitate the choice of
separation filters given a response function for the recording
film. He pointed out that the CIE 1931 color matching functions
could be transformed to an orthogonal set of functions. If the
set of color mixture functions is orthogonal, then this metric
is independent for each channel.
Neugebauer called this metric the colorimetric quality
factor (CQF) and defined it as follows:
CR(\)C1(\)3**2 + CR(X>C2(\):i**2 + CR(\)C3(\) 1**2
q = (!)
CR(X)**2J
where Q = red, green, or blue colorimetric quality
factor
R(\) = red, green, or blue response function
Cl(\) ,C2(X) ,C3(\) = orthonorraal functions derived
from the CIE 1931 color
matching functions
Any set of orthonormal functions satisfies the following
conditions:
/cn<X)Cm(X)d\ = 0 ; n / m (2)
jCn(X)Cm(X)dAk = 1 ; n = m
The following linear transformation C3D of the CIE
1931 CMF's satisfies these conditions for orthonormality and
therefore is an orthonormal set of CMF's:
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C1(X> = -0.407x(X) + 0.5525y(X) (3a)
C2(X) 0.405x(A) - 0.042y(X) (3b)
C3(X) = -0.1787x(X) + O.lOOly(X) + 0.2811z(X) (3c)
where x(X) , y(X), z(X) = CIE 1931 color matching
functions
This new set of CMF's may serve as a set of basis functions
from which another set of CMF's may be formed which most closely
matches an existing set of spectral responses for some color
reproduction system. The following equations show Neugebauer 's
method for calculating the form of the CMF's most closely
corresponding to some detector response function (DRF) :
C(X) = K1C1(X) + K2C2(X) + K3C3(X) (4)
where Kl = /r<A)Cl(A)dA (5a)
K2 = /R(X)C2(X)dX the coefficients of the (5b)
K3 = /"R(X)C3(X)dX orthonormal expansion (5c)
and R(X) = spectral response of detector
CI (A), C2(X), C3(X) = an orthonormal set of CMF'3
C( X ) is the CMF which most closely matches, in a
mean-square sense, the response of the detector, R(X) .
R. E. Maurer C43 addressed the metameric problems
associated with a mismatch between the spectral response of the
color reproduction system and the human visual system. Maurer
saw a nonlinear relationship between Neugebauer
'
s CQF and color
reproduction capability in terms of color difference between the
original and reproduced colors. He also noted the weakness of
CQF to identify the nature of the mismatch between spectral
response of a color reproduction system and the CMF of the human
visual system.
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Maurer Zil, and Gossling and Yule C21 propose minimum CQF s
of .75 to .70 for desirable reproduction qualicy. However, no
attempt has since been made to characterize the reproduction
quality at such levels of CQF. Knowing the conditions under
which the original and reproduced color will be viewed, it may
be possible to use this metric to indicate the average color
differences between original and reproduced colors for a given
spectral response.
It is the objective of this study to investigate in an
additive color reproduction system, Neugebauer s Colorimetric
quality factor, and the average color difference, for the three
red, green, and blue analysis channels.
rage
II. EXPERIMENTAL
MODEL
Color reproduction is simulated in this study by a
theoretical simple additive color system, based on current
technology in electronic color displays - television. Figure 1
shows a block diagram of the system model. Computer source code
for the model may be found in Appendix G.
LIGHT
SOURCE
s<A;
ORIGINAL
COLOR
Xo , Yo , Zo/
DETECTOR
RESPONSE
FUNCTIONS
RDRF(X)
GDRF(X)
BDRF(X)
COLOR
DIFFERENCE
E
Xr, Yr, Zr
PRIMARY
SIGNAL
R,G,B
/
COLOR
DISPLAY
Xr,Yr,Zr
SOURCE
Figure 1: Block Diagram of Additive Color Reproduction
System.
The light source used in this study was simulated by
Illuminant F2, which represents a cool white fluorescent lamp
^4200 K) commonly found in the office environment. The spectral
power distribution for Illuminant F2 is listed with a plot in
Appendix A. The model is based on the assumption that both the
recording and viewing illuminant are the same.
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ORIGINAL COLORS
A large set of original colors, spectral reflectance
curves, was generated by a program implementing the Theory of
Kubelka and Munk C53, for absorbing and scattering media, and
Beer's law for non-scattering media. Spectral reflectances were
calculated from spectral scattering coefficients (S) and
spectral absorption coefficients (K) for a set of cyan, magenta
and yellow dyes and paper.
The'
scattering and absorption
coefficients for paper are included in Appendix B. The
scattering characteristics of the media were assumed to be due
only to the paper. The following are the equations which can be
used to calculate spectral reflectances from the absorption and
scattering coefficients C5D:
C ( Rg(X) -Foa<X) ) /Roa(X> 3-^ (^> CRg(X) -l/R^ (X) lexp( sxCl/Rfl0(X) -R^cX) 1 )
R(X> = r r ''
Rg(X) -Rco(X) -CRg(X) -l/R^iX) 3exp( sxCl/R00(A) -R^tA) 1 )
where Rg(X) = background reflectance lie. reflectance of
substrate)
R^X) = reflectance for medium of infinite thickness
X = thickness of medium in mm.
S = scattering coefficient of substrate, mm
K(X)/S(X) = S(Ai Ki(^ + Kp(X)/Sp(X) (7)
tot l~t
HHEPE Ki(X> = spectral absorption coefficient of the
ith dye
Kp(X> = spectral absorption coefficient of paper
Sp(X) = spectral scattering coefficient of paper
Ai = concentration of dye
R (X) = 1 + K(X)/S(X> " SQRTC(K(A>/S(A))**2 + 2K(A)/S(X)D (8)
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This scheme was repeated for varying dye concentrations of
cyan, magenta, and yellow dye, to yield different spectral
reflectance curves.
An additional method for color generation was used based on
the Beer-Lambert law Cll of subtractive color mixing. Different
spectral reflectance curves were calculated by varying the
relative dye concentrations in the following equations:
EXP C-2.3 CA1*C(A> + A2*M(A) + A3*Y(X)D + Q 1
R(X) - (9)
where A1,A2,A3 = relative dye concentrations
C(X><- M<X) * Y(X) = subtractive dye set
= first surface reflectance constant
Note that the value of the first surface reflectance
constant limits the maximum density producing capability of the
system by Dmax=log( 1/SC) . Plots of the spectral densities for
the dye set used in the Beer's law subroutine are included in
Appendix D. Source code for both Kubelka-Munk Theory and
Beer-Lambert law is included in Appendix C.
Spectral reflectance data also included the 24 colors of
the MacBeth Color-Checker, and spectrally flat curves of
reflectances from 0 to 1.0, in increments of 0.1. A total of
124 spectral reflectance curves were assembled for the set of
original colors. A large set of 774 neutral metamers (L = 15)
was generated by Dr. Roy Berns of the Munsell Color Laboratory
at RIT. These metamers were generated to have identical
tristimulus values (X=. 19834, Y=. 19997, Z=.1348) under
Illuminant F2.
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The tristimulus values for all original colors and metamers
were calculated using the following equations:
Xo = j W(X>R<X)dX (10a)
Yo = J W(X)R(X)dA (10b)
Zo = J W(X)R(X)dX (10c;
where W(X) = spectral weights for Illuminant F2
R(X) = spectral reflectance values of color
DETECTOR RESPONSE FUNCTIONS
A series of detector response functions (DRF) was gathered
from a variety of sources including film sensitivity data,
Wratten filter transmittance data, and a synthesized curve using
the orthonormal set of CMC's. Neugebauer s CQF was calculated
for each response using equation 1.
Neugebauer ' s method C31 for determining the closet CMF to
an existing DRF was used to generate DRF's of successively
higher CQF as follows:
1. For an initial DRF, Neugebauer s CQF was calculated.
2. The closest CMF was calculated from the orthogonal
expansion of the DRF using equations 4 and 5a-5c.
3. The negative portions of the resulting CMF were set to
zero, and the regions outside the bandpass of the
original DRF's were also set to zero.
4. This modified CMF was then treated as a new DRF, and
its CQF was found.
5. Steps 2-4 were repeated until negligible increases
in CQF were observed.
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The calculations were seeded by a number of red, green, and
blue Wratten filters. The resulting DRF was an all-positive,
bandpass filter having a very high CQF. Source code for this
procedure may be found in Appendix F.
From all available DRF's, a set of 17 was chosen to provide
a range of CQF from 0.5 to 1.0. The CQF for each DRF is shown
in Table 1, and the normalized responses are shown in Appendix
E. All detector response functions were not unique. Some were
repeated to synthesize R,G,B response sets that had similar CQF
values.
TABLE 1
DRF SET NO. COLORIMETRIC QUALITY FACTOR
R G B CQF
1 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.000
2 0.9489 0.9999 1.0000 0.9837
3 0.9489 0.9925 0.9423 0.9613
4 0.9489 0.9912 0.9423 0.9608
5 0.9483 0.9700 0.9423 0.9535
6 0.9483 0.9058 0.9286 0.9276
7 0.8036 0.8582 0.8754 0.8457
8 0.8036 0.8528 0.8528 0.8364
9 0.8036 0.8402 0.8332 0.8256
10 0.7988 0.7972 0.8332 0.8097
11 0.7988 0.7478 0.8332 0.7933
12 0.7530 0.7478 0.7214 0.7408
13 0.7530 0.6680 0.5900 0.6704
14 0.5109 0.6680 0.5640 0.5810
15 0.5109 0.6680 0.5283 0.5691
16 0.3961 0.6680 0.4194 0.4945
17 0.3291 0.6680 0.3048 0.4340
Each response of this set was used in the model to
reproduce the entire set of original colors.
Every DRF in the set was scaled to yield unit primary
signals (R=G-B=1) for 100% reflectance by setting the integral
of the source-detector response function product equal to one.
ra:
PRIMARY SIGNALS
The integrated response of each detector provides a signal
to its primary by the following equations:
R = /S(X) R(X) RD'(X) dX (lla)
G = JS(X) R(X) GD'(X) dX illb)
3 = J S(X) R(X)
BD*
(A) dA i;c;
where 3(A) = source power distribution
R<A\ - spectral reflectanceD'
(A)
GB' (A) = scaled detector response functions
BD'
(A)
COLOR DISPLAY
The color display was simulated by calculating the
tristimulus values of the reproduced colors using the following
transformation equations:
Xr = (Crxr R) + (Cg xg G) + (Cb xb B) (12a)
Yr = (Cr yr R) + (Cg yg G) + (Cb yb B) (12b)
Zr = (Cr zr R) + (Cg zg G) + (Cb zb B) (12c)
where Xr , Yr, Zr = tristimulus values of the reproduction
xr xg xb
Matrix 1: yr yg yb = the matrix of chromaticity coordinates of
zr zg zb primary set
R, G, B = primary signal for the color being reproduced
Cr - Xc(yg*zb - yb*zg)/D + Yc(xb*zg - xg*zb)/D
f Zc(xg*yb - xb*yg)/D (13a)
Cg = Xc(yb*zr - yr*zb)/D + Yc(xr*zb - xb*zr)/D
+ Zc(xb*yr - xr*yb)/D (13b)
Cb = Xc(yr*zg - yg*zr)/D + Yc(xg*zr - xr*zg)/D
+ Zc(xr*yg - xg*yr)/D (13c)
D = determinant of Matrix 1
r 3.T?
The following equations were solved for Cr, Cb, and Cg wher.
R=G=B=1, and when X, Y, Z = Xc, Yc, Zc, which are zhe
tristimulus values of the source.
R = X(yg*zb-yb*zg) /CrD + Y(xb*zg-xg*zb) /CrD (14a)
+ Z(xg*yb-xb*yg) /CrD
G = X(yb*zr-yr*zb) /CgD + Y(xr*zb-xb*zr ) /CgD (14b)
+ Z(xb*yr-xr*yb) /CgD
B - X(yr*zg-yg*zr) /CbD + Y( xg*zr-xr*zg) /CbD (14c)
+ Z ( xr*yg-xg*yr ) / CbD
COLOR DIFFERENCE
A comparison of the original and reproduced colors was made
in CIE LAB space Cll where:
1/3
L* = 116(Y/Yn) - 16 il5a)
1/3 1/3
a* - 500L(X/Xn) - (Y/Yn) ] (15b)
i/3 1/3
b* = 200C(Y/Yn) - iZ/Zn) 1 (15c)
where :
X, Y, Z = tristimulus values of original color
Xn, Yn, Zn = tristimulus values of reference
illuminant
Substituting the tristimulus values of the original colors,
equations lOa-lOc, into equations 14a - 14c yielded Lab values
of those original colors. Then the tristimulus values of the
reproduced colors were substituted into equations 14a - 14c to
give corresponding Lab values for the reproduced colors. The
color difference between the original and reproduced color was
calculated from the following equation:
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2 2 2 1/2
Ae = c(Al*) + (Aa*) + (Ab*) n (16)
2 2 2
- C(L*o - L*r) + (a*o - a*r) + (b*o - b*r)
A mean color difference and standard deviation was
calculated by averaging the color differences between the
original and reproduced colors over each color set and for each
DRF. This resulted in 17 average color difference values, one
for each detector response function.
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III. RESULTS
A test of the system model was conducted where the correct sec
of detector response functions was calculated for the chosen sec
of primaries. For a Mitsubishi color monitor, the chromaticity
vcB-^.iir^'.-es -.1 -e.i-.cri g^sj&saiir weire .y^s^-it'-utesi itv.-j s-qi,j^.c i i.-r.s
13a-13c to give Cr, Cg, and Cb values. Then the CIE 1931 Color
Matching Functions, x( \ ) , y(X) , z(X) were substituted for Xc ,
Yc, Zc in equations 14a-14c. The result was the correct
detector response functions, r(X), g(X) r b(X) , for the chosen
primary set. Being linear transformations of color matching
functions they had CQF's of 1.0. Using these responses in the
model yielded color differences of zero, and therefore a E = 0.
jf
^.'iie a vs . b plots for the 124 original colors are shown in
figures 2-5. Each plot shows the colors for a lightness, L,
increment of 0.2
M < Of < l<M
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Several possible summary metrics were explored. They all
had the general form:
3 l/n
Summary measure = 2 (CQFi)
i = l L J
; n = +1/2,+1/3,+1/4,
+l,+2,+3,+4
Since there was no particular summary measure that
portrayed the data in a more useful way than the mean CQF, it
was retained as the measure of choice. The mean CIELAB color
difference between original and reproduced colors has been
plotted as a function of the mean CQF for both metamers and
generated colors in figures 6 and 7.
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As mean CQF approaches 1.0, no decline in mean/E is evident for
the generated colors (see fig. 6). A rapid decrease exists
between CQp's of 0.99 and 1.0. Also, the coefficienc of
variation (standard deviation divided by mean) ranges from 1.2
to 1.5 indicating that the distribution of color differences is
very broad. The coefficients of variation are listed in Table
2.
TABLE 2.
COEFFICIENTS OF VARIATION
Generated Generated Metamers Metamers
Colors Colors
Eaiifrliri'ca.'
Empirical Matrix
Matrix
1.166 0.113 1.088 1.043
1.264 0.176 1.388 0.090
1.242 0.104 1.090 0.090
1.232 0.113 1.317 0.090
1. 263 0.137 1.325 0.090
1. 230 0.116 1.287 0.090
1.243 0.127 1.400 0.109
1.249 0.125 1.345 0.090
1.250 0.123 1.387 0.090
1.208 0.124 1.367 0.091
1.172 0.125 1.319 0.092
1.221 0.126 1.300 0.093
1.261 0.121 1.300 0.092
1.188 0.125 1.265 0.094
1.195 0.126 1.271 0.095
1.199 0.125 1.247 0.093
1.205 0.124 1.233 0.094
In the case of the metamers, as CQF approaches 1.0, there
is a nearly linear decline in meanZE (see fig. 6). For this
set of data, 2 responses yield
outlying^'
s in an otherwise well
grouped data set. In spite of the color reproduction
difficulties associated with metamers, which results from che
use of DRF's that are not CMF's, (i.e. CQF not equal to 1.0)
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the mean color differences are no greater than 3.2 AE units for
the coefficient of variation for the metamers is, once again,
large with values ranging from 1.2 to 1.7.
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IV. DISCUSSION
Since each set of primaries has a unique set of spectral
responses which are color matching functions, it would seem that
controlling a fixed set of primaries with the wide variety of
responses used in this experiment is inappropriate. To correct
this situation, a transformation matrix may be empirically
determined for each set of responses. The empirical matrix may
be found from a multiple linear regression of each tristimulus
value as a function of the original red, green, and blue primary
signals for each color.
The empirical matrix takes the form:
X = All R + A12 G + A13 B
Y = A21 R + A22 G + A23 B (17)
Z = A31 R + A32 G + A33 B
where
All A12 A13
A21 A22 A23 are the regression coefficients of the
A31 A32 A33 empirical matrix
Three multiple linear regressions were used to determine
all the coefficients Aij. To determine the new tristimulus
values of the reproduced colors, the empirical matrix for each
response was multiplied by the matrix of R,G,B signals of each
color and each raetamer. CIELAB coordinates were recalculated
and the mean color difference was again plotted against mean
CQF. These results are shown in figures 8 and 9.
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For both generated colors and metamers, significant
decreases in
Ai"
for nearly all CQF's was achieved by using the
empirical transformation matrix. Additionally, the coefficient
of variation was reduced by nearly an order of magnitude to a
range of 0.1 to 0.17 for the generated colors and 0.085 to 0.095
for the metamers.
Three DRF's yielded significant
outlying^E'
s. It is not
known why these 3 DRF's respond as they do
to the empirical
transformation .
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V. CONCLUSIONS
A systematic relationship between mean color difference and
mean colorimetric quality factor seems to exist when the CQF's
of the R,G, and 3 channels are similar. When the color
reproduction is made with an empirical transformation matrix,
the mean color difference decreases significantly for generated
colors from 3-10AE units to less than 6 in the extreme case, and
from a maximum of 3.2 for metamers to a maximum of 1 . 5AE units.
Also of note is the reduction in the standard deviation of the
color differences, by an order of magnitude, when the empirical
matrix was used. Furthermore, it is interescing to note that
color separations were made in the model with the color matching
functions closest to bandpass filters. The resulting
reproductions yielded color differences which are considered :o
be quite good for a color reproduction system C61.
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APPENDIX A.
ASTM Weights for Illuminant F2
1931 Observer, 10 nm interval
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Paper Scattering & Extinction Coefficients
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APPENDIX C.
C KUBELKA-MUNK COLOR GENERATOR
C OUTFILE: 31 REFLECTANCE VALUES PER LINE IN FILE REFL.DAT UNIT16
REAL KP(31) ,SP(31) ,KY(31) ,KC(31) ,KM(31) ,RG( 31 ) ,C,M,Y,RINF,R( 31 ) ,
* CO,DIFF,TOP,BOTT,ARG,KOS,MDEN,A,
* G10(31),G20(31) ,G30(31),G40(31) ,G50( 31) ,G60( 31 ) ,G70(31) ,G80(31) ,
* G90(31),
* RMCC(5000)
EXTERNAL BEERS
INTEGER I
PRINT *, 'ENTER THICKNESS:'
READ *, X
OPEN (10,FILE=' NKPAP.DAT' )
OPEN ( 11,FILE= 'NSCAT.DAT' ,STATUS='OLD' )
OPEN (12,FILE='NYEL.DAT' ,STATUS=' OLD' )
OPEN ( 13,FILE=' NCYAN.DAT' ,STATUS='OLD' )
OPEN (14,FILE='NMAG.DAT' ,STATUS=' OLD' )
OPEN ( 15 ,FILE=' PAPREF . DAT ' , STATUS=
' OLD ' )
OPEN ( 16,FILE=' REFL.DAT' ,STATUS=' NEW' ,RECL=300)
OPEN ( 89 ,FILE='MCC10.DAT' ,STATUS=' OLD' )
c GREY GENERATOR
DO 1 1=1,31
G10(I)=.10
G20(I)=.20
G30(I)=.30
G40(I)=.40
G50(I)=.50
G60(I)=.60
G70(I)=.70
G80(I)=.80
G90(I)=.90
1 CONTINUE
WRITE(16,100) (G10(J) ,J=1,31)
WRITE(16,100) (G20(J) ,J=1,31)
WRITE(16,100) (G30(J) ,J=1,31)
WRITE(16,100) (G40(J) ,J=1,31)
WRITE(16,100) (G50(J) ,J=1,31)
WRITE(16,100) (G60(J),J=1,31)
WRITE(16,100) (G70(J) ,J=1,31)
WRITE(16,100) (G80(J),J=1,31)
WRITE(16,100) (G90(J),J=1,31)
C MACBETH COLOR CHECKER REFLECTANCES
DO 20 J=l,24
DO 10 K=l,31
APPENDIX C. (con't.)
READ (89,*) RMCC(K)
10 CONTINUE
WRITE (16,15) (RMCC(K),K=1,31)
15 FORMAT(16F6.3)
20 CONTINUE
C KUBELKA-MUNK THEORY
DO 50 I = 1,31
READ (10,*) KP(I)
READ (11,*) SP(I)
READ (12,*) KY(I)
READ (13,*) KC(I)
READ (14,*) KM(I)
READ (15,*) RG(I)
50 CONTINUE
DO 200 Y = 0,200,100
DO 200 M = 0,200,100
DO 200 C = 0,200,100
DO 150 I = 1,31
KOS = (KP(I)+(C*KC(I) )+(M*KM(I) )+( Y*KY( I) ) ) /SP( I)
SQARG=(KOS**2+(2*KOS) )
RINF=1.0+K0S-SQRT(SQARG)
ARG = ( (1/RINF)-RINF)*SP(I)*X
CO = RG(I)-(1/RINF)
DIFF = RG(I)-RINF
TOP = DIFF/RINF - (RINF*CO*EXP( ARG) )
BOTT=RG ( I ) -RINF- ( CO*EXP (ARG ) )
R(I)=T0P/B0TT
150 CONTINUE
WRITE( 16,100) (R(I) ,1=1,31)
100 FORMAT(16F6.3)
200 CONTINUE
PRINT *, 'INCLUDE BEERS LAW DATA
?'
PRINT *, 'Y=l,
N=0'
READ (5,*) T
IF (T.EQ.O) GOTO 1000
CALL BEERS
1000 STOP
END
APPENDIX C. (con't)
SUBROUTINE BEERS
C SUBROUTINE TO GENERATE SPECTRAL REFLECTANCE VALUES USING
C BEER-LAMBERT LAW OF SUBTRACTIVE COLOR MIXING.
REAL CD(31) ,MD(31),YD(31), 1 CYAN,MAG,YEL DENSITIES
* R(31) [REFLECTANCE VALUES
OPEN (17,FILE= ' CDEN . DAT ' , STATUS= ' OLD ' )
OPEN(18,FILE='MDEN.DAT'
,STATUS=
' OLD' )
OPEN(19,FILE='YDEN.DAT'
,STATUS=
'OLD' )
OPEN ( 16,FILE=' REFL.DAT' ,RECL=300)
PRINT *, 'ENTER SOURCE CONSTANT: 0.1, 0.01, 0.001, ETC,
READ (5,*) SC
A=LOG10(1/SC)
AT=A/ 3 . 0
DO 10 1=1,31
READ(17,*) CD(I)
READ(18,*) MD(I)
READU9,*) YD(I)
10 CONTINUE
DO 40 A3=0,A,AT
DO 30 A2=0,A,AT
DO 20 A1=0,A,AT
DO 15 1=1,31
ARG=Al*CD ( I ) +A2 *MD ( I ) +A3*YD ( I )
R(I)=(EXP(-2.3*ARG)+SC)/(1+SC)
15 CONTINUE
WRITE (16,11) (R(J) ,J=1,31)
11 FORMAT(16F6.3)
20 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE
40 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
APPENDIX D.
Spectral Densities for Beers Law Dye Set
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APPENDIX E.
Normalized Detector Response Functions
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APPENDIX F.
CQF Maximization Code written by P.G. Engeldrum
10 REM
20 REM QFACT01.BAS<117>
30 REM COMPUTES THE COLORIMETRIC 0 FACTOR OF A SPECTRAL RESPONSE INPOTED FROM
40 REM A FILE. IT THEN COMPOTES THE CLOSEST ALL POSITIVE RESPONSE AND
50 REM ITERATES UNTIL THE CHANGE IN THE Q FACTOR FALLS BELOW A THRESHOLD
60 REM PROGRAM NEEDS FILE B:CIEOBS5.DAT WHICH IS THE X,Y,Z CMC FOR THE CIE
70 REM STANDARD OBSEVER AT 5nm INTERVALS.
80 REM PETER G. ENGELDRUM - IMCOTEK, INC.
90 REM 3/20/86
100 REM
110 DEFINT I-J
120 WIDTH LPRINT 80
130 PRINT CHRS(26)
140 DIM X(80):DIM Y(80):DIM Z(80)
ISO REM****GET XBAR, YBAR AND ZBAR FROM FILE
160 OPEN "I", #l,"B:CIEOBS5.DAT"
170 FOR Il TO 80:INPUT#1.X(I) ,Y(I) ,Z(I) :NEXT I
180 DIM XBR(31):DIM YBR<31):DIM ZBR(31)
190 J-4
200 REM"*SELECT DATA 9 lOnm INTERVALS FROM 400nm TO 700nm
210 FOR 1-1 TO 31
220 II-I-l
230 IDX-2*II+1+J
240 XBR(I)X(IDX)
250 YBR(I)Y(IDX)
260 ZBR(I)Z(IDX)
270 NEXT I
280 REM***FORM ORTHOGONAL FUNCTIONS - YULE PC. 362
290 DIM C1(31):DIM C2(31):DIM C3(31)
300 FOR Il TO 31
310 CI (I) .407*XBR(I) + .5525*YBR(I)
320 C2(I).405*XBR(I)-.04 2*YBR<I)
330 C3(I)- .1787*XBR(I)+.1001*YBR(I)+.2811*ZBR(I)
340 NEXT I
350 CLOSEtl
360 PRINT CHRSCL2)
370 INPUT" INPUT SPECTRAL RESPONSE FILE: ",IFLS
380 IFLS-"B:"+IFLS+".DAT"
390 OPEN "I",#1,IFLS
400 PRINT
410 PRINT" **** RESPONSE BANDWIDTH RESTRICTIONS
*"
420 INPUT" SHORTEST WAVELENGTH, nm
"
; LWL
430 INPUT" LONGEST WAVELENGTH, nm ";HWL
440 IL-(LWL-400)*.l
450 IH-(HWL-400)*.1+1
460 DIM SR(31)
470 FOR Il TO 31:INPUT1, SR(I):NEXT I
480 CLOSEtl
490 REM****PUT SR INTO S
500 DIM S(31)
510 FOR Il TO 31:S(I)-SR(I) :NEXT I
520 J-0
530 QP-1
540 TOL.0001
550 GOSUB 1000
560 J-J+l
570 IF J-l THEN QS-Q
580 PRINT Q
590 PRINT K1,K2,K3
600 IF ABS((Q-QP)/QXTOL THEN GOTO 640
610 QP-Q
620 GOSUB 2000
630 GOTO 550
640 LPRINT TAB( 5) "RESPONSE DATA FILE ";IFLS
650 r.PPTNT
APPENDIX F. (con t)
660 LPRINT TAB( 10) "MAXIMUM COLORIMETRIC 0 FACTOR - ";Q670 LPRINT TAB( 10) "ORIGINAL RESPONSE Q FACTOR - ":QS680 LPRINT: LPRINT TAB( 10) "COEFFICIENTS"
690 LPRINT TAB( 10) "Kl - ";K1
700 LPRINT TAB( 10) "K2 - ";K2
710 LPRINT TAB( 10) "K3 ";K3
720 LPRINT
730 LPRINT TAB( 10) "WAVELENGTH" ."MAX Q RESPONSE" ."ORIGINAL RESP"
740 LPRINT TAB( 10)"- " -
750 IWV-390
'
760 FOR 1-1 TO 31
770 IWV-IWV+10
780 LPRINT TAB( 13) . IWV,S( I) , ,SR(I)
790 NEXT I
800 LPRINT CHRSU2)
810 PRINT:PRINT
820 INPUT" INPUT FILE NAME IF YOU WANT TO SAVE MAX Q RESPONSE. <CR> IF NOT "
OFL5
830 IF OFLS-"" THEN END
840 OPEN "0",#2,OFLS
850 FOR 1-1 TO 31:PRINT#2,S<I) :NEXT I
860 END
1000 REM*************************
1010 REM SUBROUTINE CALCULATES COEFFICIENTS OF ORTHOGONAL EXPANSION AND Q FACT
1020 REM S'RESPONSE FUNCTION
1030 REM** ******.....................................
1040 K1-0:K2-0:K3-0:SUMSQ0
1050 FOR 1-1 TO 31
1060 K1-K1+S(I)*C1(I)
1070 K2-K2+S(I)*C2(I)
1080 K3K3+S(I)*C3(I)
1090 SUMSQ-SUMSQ+S(I)*S(I)
1100 NEXT I
1110 Q-(K1"2+K2*2+K3*2)/SUMSQ
1120 RETURN
2000 REM"* ********************************************************* ***********
2010 REM COMPUTES THE CLOSEST COLOR MIXTURE FUNCTION GIVEN THE ORTHONORMAL
2020 REM EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS, AND MAKES IT ALL POSITIVE
2030 rem* *********************************************************************
2040 FOR 1-1 TO 31
2050 S(I)-K1*C1(I)+K2C2(I)+K3*C3(I)
2060 IF S(I)<0 THEN S(I)-0
2070 NEXT I
2080 FOR 1-1 TO IL :S ( I ) -0 : NEXT I
2090 FOR I-IH+1 TO 31:S{ I) -0 :NEXT I
2100 RETURN
APPENDIX G.
C MAIN THESIS PROGRAM STEFAN R dAr*t
V; SIMULATION OF ADDITIVE COLOR REPRODUCTION SYSTEMC TRANSFORMS PRIMARIES
- KU LI
C SCALES PRIMARY SIGNALS
sS^yi^s
valdes ofh***
REAL AR,AO,
* A^3j, ! WHITE ADJUSTMENT COEFFICIENT
*
5^?' ! AVERAGE COLOR DIFFERENCEBR,BO, 1BSTAR VALUES
* C(9), iCHROMATICITY COORDINATES OF FRIMARIES* Li.RCNT, ! NUMBER OF COLORS* C1^1),C2(31),C3(31), ! LIN TRANS OF CIE1 931* DELE, ! COLOR DIFFERENCE VALUES
* EMAT(3000), [MATRIX OF COLOR DIFFS
* L,LO, 1CIE LSTAR VALUES
* MEAN, ! AVERAGE COLOR DIFFERENCE
* NR(31),NG(31),NB(31), 1 SCALED DET RESP FUNCTS
* PF2(31), ! SOURCE SPECTRAL POWER DISTRIBUTION
* Q(3), 1NEUGEB COLORIMETRIC QUALITY FACTOR
* R,G,B, ! SCALED PRIMARY SIGNALS
* RDRF( 31 ) ,GDRF( 31 ) ,BDRF( 31 ) , ! SPECTRAL RES? ARRAYS
* REFL(31), ! REFLECTANCE ARRAY
* 3(3,4), ! NEUGEBAUER SUMS
* SDEV, [STANDARD DEVIATION OF COLOR DIFF'S
* TM(3,3), [TRANSFORMATION MATRIX; PRIMAR. X CC
* X,7,Z, 1TRI3TIMULUS VALUES OF REPRODUCTION
* XBAR(31) ,Y3AR(31) ,ZBAR(31) , !CIE 1931 CMF'S
* XC,YC,ZC, [TRISTIMULUS VALUES OF ILLUMINANT
* X0,70,Z0 1TRIS VAL ORIGINAL COLOR
EXTERNAL TRNSFM , PS IG , NEU , TVREPRO , 3CLRGE , LAB , STATS
OPEN ( 9,FILE= TRSTM.DAT' ,5TATUS=OLD' )
OPEN < 16
REFL.DAT1
, STATUS=
' OLD ' ,RECL =300 )
OPEN (22,FILE='Q.DAT' , STATUS*
' NEW' )
OPEN (21,FILE=
' PF2 . DAT ' , STATUS =
'
OLD ' )
OPEN (27,FILE=
' NRGBDRF . DAT ' , STATUS =
' NEW ' ,RECL=300)
OPEN ( 28 ,FILE=' WHTADJ . DAT ' , STATUS=
' NEW ' )
OPEN ( 29,FILE= 'RTRSTM.DAT' ,STATUS=
'NEW' )
OPEN ( 30,FILE= 'TRNSFM.DAT' ,ST TUS='NEW' )
OPEN ( 31 ,FILE=' LAB . DAT ' , STATUS=
' NEW ' )
OPEN ( 33,FILE=' RGBCONST.DAT' ,STATUS='NEW' )
OPEN (34,FILE='NSUM.DAT' , STATUS
=' NEW' )
OPEN (70,FILE= ' COMBDRF . DAT ' , STATUS = ' OLD ' )
OPEN (73,FILE='CIE1931.DAT',STATUS='0LD')
OPEN (74,FILE=' BL7CC.DAT' ,STATUS=' OLD' )
1 DATA 'AC/. 99137/, jfC/1. 00/, ZC/ . 67395/
DO 2 J=l,31
2 READ 121,*) PF2(J)
DO 4 M=l,31
4 READ (73,*) XBAR(M) , YBAR(M) ,ZBAR(M)
6 READ (74,*) (C(J),J=1,9)
CALL TRNSFM ( C,XC ,YC,ZC,TM,A)
DO 10 1=1,3
10 WRITE (30,*) (TM(I,J) ,J=1,3)
WRITE (28,*) (A(N),N=1,3)
INUM=0
11 INUM=INUM+1
DO 15 1=1,31
15 READ (70,*,END=999) RDRF( I) ,GDRF( I ) ,EDRF( I )
CALL SCLRGB (RDRF,GDRF,BDRF,PF2 ,NR,NG,NB,R1 ,G1 ,B1 )
C WRITE (27,21)
C21 FORMAT (T20,' NEW RESPONSE SET')
WRITE (27,22) (NR(K; ,K=1 ,31 )
WRITE (27,22) ( NG(K) ,K=1 ,31)
WRITE (27,22) (NB(K) ,K=1 ,31)
2 2 FORMAT ( IX , 1 6 ( F6 . 4 , IX ) )
WRITE (33,23) R1,G1,3I
23 FORMAT (3FI0.4;
M=0
30 REAL1 ( 16,31, iND=50) ; Rt.rL( L) ,i-. = i ,31 )
31 FORMAT', 1SF6. 3 :
3LRCNT =CLRCNT-r 1
CALL PS IG > REFL , PF2 , NR , NG , NE , ?. , G , B ;
40 CALL TVREPRO (A,C,R,G,B,X, Y,Z ) [TRISTIM VALUES OF REFROD C:
READ (9,*) X0,Y0,Z0
WRITE (29,41) X0,Y0,Z0,X,Y,Z,R,G,3
41 FORMAT(9(F10.4,1X) )
M=M+1
CALL LAB (X0,Y0,Z0,X,Y,Z,LO,AO,BO,L,AR,BR,DELE)
WRITE (31,*) LO,AO,BO,L,AR,BR
EMAT(M)=DELE
GOTO 30
50 NUM=CLRCNT
CALL STATS (EMAT,NUM,MEAN, SDEV)
REWIND 9
REWIND 16
CALL NEU (NR,NG,NB,XBAR,YBAR,ZBAR,S,Q)
WRITE (22,*) (Q(N),N=1,3)
WRITE (39,70)
70 FORMAT C1',T35,' OUTPUT SUMMARY' )
WRITE (39,71)INUM
71 FORMAT (' SPECTRAL RESPONSE SET #:'I3)
WRITE (39,72) Q(l)
72 FORMAT (T10,' RED Q:',2X,F6.4)
WRITE (39,73) Q(2)
73 FORMAT (T10,' GREEN Q: ,2X,F6.4)
WRITE (39,74) Q(3)
74 FORMAT (T10, BLUE Q : ' ,2X,F6. 4)
WRITE 139,75)
75 ?*%? (/' SPECTRAL RESF0N3E REFERENCE WHITE SCALE FACTORS')
WRITE (39,76) Rl
76 FORMAT (/ RED:',F10.4)
WRITE (39,77) Gl
77 FORMAT (' GREEN: ,F10.4)
WRITE (39,78) Bl
78 FORMAT (' BLUE: ' ,F10 . 4 )
WRITE (39,79)
79 FORMAT (//' Q FACTOR COEFFICIENTS')
WRITE (39,60) S( 1 ,1 ) ,3 ( 1 , 2 ) ,3( 1 , 3 ) ,3 ( 1 ,4 )
WRITE (39,31) 3(2,1) ,S(2,2) ,S(2,3) ,3(2,4)
WRITE (39,82) S( 3 , 1 ) ,S( 3 , 2 ) ,3( 3 ,3 ) ,3( 3 ,4 ;
30 FORMAT(//' RED: ' ,T10,
'Sl='
,1X,F8. 4,T25 ,
'
S2= '
,IX,F8. 4 ,T40 ,
'33='
,
* 1X,F3.4,T60, 'SUM=' ,1X,F3.4)
31 FORMAT! / ' GREEN: ' ,T10, 'Sl=' , IX,F8 . 4,T25, ' S2= ' ,1X,F8 . 4 ,T40 , '33=' ,
* 1X,F3.4,T60, 3UM=' ,1X,F3.4)
32
FORMATt/'
BLUE: ' ,T10 ,
' Sl= '
,1X,F3 . 4 ,T25 ,
' 32= '
,1X,F3 . 4 ,T40 ,
' 33-
,
* 1X,F3.4,T60, 'SUM-' ,1X,F8.4)
WRITE (39,83; CLRCNT
33 FORMAT
(/'
TOTAL NUMEER OF COLORS :' ,T34 ,F5 . 1 )
WRITE (39,84) MEAN
84 FORMAT (/' AVERAGE COLOR DIFFERENCE: ,T34,F5.3)
WRITE (39,35) 3DEV
35 FORMAT
(/'
STANDARD DEVIATION: ' ,T34,F7. 4 )
GOTO 11
999 STOP
END
APPENDIX G. (CONT.)
C
SUBROUTINE TRNSFM ( C,XC, YC,ZC,TM,A)
SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE TRANSFORMATION MATRIX
REAL C ( 9 ) ,
TM(3,3) ,
DEL,
A(3) ,
XCYCZC
1CHR0MATICITY COORD. OF PRIMARIES
[TRANSFORMATION MATRIX PRIM X CC
[DELTA PGE NOTES PAGE 34
[WHITE ADJUSTMENT COEFF.
[TRISTIMULUS VALUES OF ILLUMINANT
DEL=C ( 1 ) * ( C ( 5 ) *C ( 9 ) -C ( 8 ) *C ( 6 ; ) +C ( 4 ) * ( C ( 8 ) *C ( 3 ) -C ( 2 ) *C { 9 ) )
+C ( 7 ) * ( C ( 2 ) *C ( 6 ) -C ( 5 ) *C ( 3 ) )
T1=(C(5)*C(9)-
T2=(C(7)*C(6)-
T3=(C(4)*C(8)-
T4=(C(3)*C(3)-
T5=(C(1)*C(9)-
T6=(C(7)*C(2)
T7=(C(2)*C(6)-
T8=(C(4)*C(3)
T9=(C(1)*C(5)
C(B)*C(
C(4)*C(
C(7)*C(
C(2)*C(
C(7)*C(
C(1)*C(
C(5)*C(
-C(1)*C(
-C(4)*C(
6) )/DEL
9) )/DEL
5) )/DEL
9) )/DEL
3 ) ) /DEL
8) WDEL
3) )/DEL
6) )/DEL
2 ) ) /DEL
A( 1 ) =XC*T1+YC*T2+ZC*T3
A( 2 ) =XC*T4+YC*T5+ZC*T6
A( 3 ) =XC*T7+YC*T8+ZC*T9
CALCULATE TRANSFORMATION MATRIX
IM(1,1)=TI/Ail)
TM;i,2i=T2/Ai'l
TM( 1 3 ) ="23 1 A( I
TM(2'l;=T4/A(2
TM(Z,2i =T5/AiI
TM(2,3;-r6/A(2
TM(3,1;=T7/A(3
; =T8/A(3
;=T9/A(3TM(3,3
DO 1=1,3
END DO
RETURN
END
APPENDIX G. (CONT.)
SUBROUTINE SCLRGB (RDRF,GDRF,BDRF,PF2 ,NR,NG NB Rl Gl Bl )C PROGRAM TO SCALE RESPONSE FUNCTIONS
'"'JW'WB'lti'u-L '*+ }
REAL RDRF( 31 ) ,GDRF( 31 ) ,BDRF( 31 ) , . SPECTRAL RESPONSE ARRAY
Ft 2 (31), [SOURCE SPECT POWER DIST
* R1,G1,B1, [SCALING DENOMINATOR
* NR(31),NG(31) ,NB(31) ! SCALED DET RES? FUNCTS
C SCALE RGB SIGNALS
R1=0.0
G1=0.0
B1=0.0
DO 10 1=1,31
R1=R1+PF2 ( I ) *RDRF ( I >
G1=G1+?F2 ( I ) *GDRF( I )
B1=B1+FF2 ( I ) *BDRF i I )
10 CONTINUE
DO 1=1,31
NR(I)=RDRF(I)/R1
NG(I)=GDRF(I) /Gl
N3(JJ=BDRF(I) /Bl
END DO
RETURN
END
APPENDIX G. (CONT. )
SUBROUTINE PSIG (REFL,PF2 ,NR,NG,NB,R,G,B;
C PROGRAM TO SCALE RESPONSE FUNCTIONS
REAL PF2(31), [SOURCE 3PECT POWER DI3T
* NR(31) ,NG(31) ,NB(31) , [SCALED DET RSSP FUNCTS
* R,G,B, [SCALED SIGNALS
* REFL(31) [REFLECTANCE ARRAY
C SCALE PRIMARY SIGNALS
R=0.0
G=0.0
3=0.0
DO 20 1=1,31
R=R+PF2 ( I ) *REFL ( I ) *NR ( I )
G=G+PF2 ( I ) *REFL ( I ) *NG ( I )
B=B+FF2 ( I ) *REFL( I ) *NB( I )
20 CONTINUE
GAMUT=GAMUT+1
IF (R.LT.O .OR. G.LT.O .OR. B.LT.O) THEN
PRINT *,' COLOR NUM3ER' , GAMUT, 'LIES OUTSIDE COLOR
GAMUT'
END IF
RETURN
END
APPENDIX G. iCONT. )
r
w
C
SUBROUTINE NEU (NR,NG,NB,X3AR,YBAR,ZBAR,S,Q )
PROGRAM TO CALCULATE NEUGEBAUER 'S COLORIMETRIC
QUALITY FACTOR
REAL NR(31) ,NG(31) ,NE(31) ,
* R(31),
* XBAR(31) ,Y3AR(31) ,ZEAR(31)
* CK31) ,C2(31) ,C3(31) ,
* Q(3),
* 5(3,4)
[SCALED PRIMARY SIGNALS
! RESPONSE
1CIE1931 CMF'S
[LIn'tRANSF OF CIE1931
!NEU Q -FACTOR
iNEU SUMS
DO 5 1=1,31
C1(I)=-0.407*XBAR(I)+0.5525*Y3AR(I)
C2 ( I ) =0 . 405*XBAR( I ) -0 . 042*YBAR( I )
C3 ( I ) =-0 . 1787*X3AR ( I ) +0 . 1001*YBAR( I ) +0 . 2811*ZBAR( I )
DO 10 N=l,3
DO 6 1=1,31
IF (N.EQ.l) R(I)=NR(I)
IF (N.EQ.2) R(I)=NG(I)
IF ( N . EQ . 3 ) R(I)=NB(I)
33=0.0
31=0 .0
32=0 . 0
33 = 0 .0
31=31+ v Fa I)*CIv I) )
32=52+(R(I)*C2(I) )
33=33+(R(I)*C3(I) )
3B=5B+R( I)**2
10
3(N,i;=31
3(N,2)=S2
3(N,3;=S3
3(N,4)=5B
Q(N)=( 31**2+32**2+33**2) /SB
RETURN
END
APPENDIX G. (CONT. )
SUBROUTINE STATS (EMAT,NUM,MEAN, SDEV)
C PROGRAM TO COMPUTE MEAN AND VARIANCE OF AVERAGE COLOR DIFFERENCE
REAL EMAT(4000), [COLOR DIFF MATRIX
* MEAN, [MEAN VALUE OF COLOR DIFF
a SDEV [STANDARD DEVIATION OF COLOR DIFF
3UM=0.0
SUM2=0.0
DO 10 1=1,NUM
3UM=5UM+EMAT(I)
10 3UM2=SUM2+EMAT(I)**2
MEAN=SUM/ (FLOAT (NUM) )
SDEV=SQRT( ( SUM2-MEAN**2 ) /FLOAT(NUM-l ) )
RETURN
END
APPENDIX G. (CONT.)
SUBROUTINE LAB (XO , YO ,Z0 ,X,Y,Z,LO,AO ,B0,L,AR,3R,DELE)
REAL XN,YN,ZN,
* P,
* LO,AO,BO,
* L,AR,BR,
* DELE
C TUBE B22 REFERENCE ILLUMINANT TRSTM VALUES
XN=. 99187
YN=1.0
ZN=. 67395
P=l. 0/3.0
L0=116.0*( (Y0/YN)**(P) )-16.0
A0=500.0*( (X0/XN)**(P)-(Y0/YN)**(P) )
B0=200.0*( (Y0/YN)**(P)-(ZO/ZN)**(P) )
L=116.0*( (Y/YN)**(P) )-16.0
AR=500.0*((X/XN)**(P)-(Y/YN)**(P) )
BR=200.0*((Y/YN)**(P)-(Z/ZN)**(P))
DELE=SQRT( (L-L0)**2 +(AR-AO)**2 +(BR-BO)**2)
RETURN
END
APPENDIX G. (CONT.)
SUBROUTINE TVREPRO (A,C,R,G,B,X,Y,Z)
C CALCULATES TRISTIMULUS VALUES OF REPRODUCTION FROM
C SCALED PRIMARY SIGNALS
REAL X,Y,Z, [TRISTIMULUS VALUES OF REPROD
* R,G,B, [SCALED PRIMARY SIGNALS
* C(9), 1 CHROMATICITY COORDINATES OF PRIM.
* A(3) [WHITE ADJUSTMENT COEFFICIENTS
C CALCULATE TRISTIMULUS VALUES OF REPRODUCTION
X=A( 1 ) *C ( 1 ) *R+A( 2 ) *C ( 4 ) *G+A( 3 ) *C ( 7 ) *B
Y=A( 1 ) *C( 2 ) *R+A( 2 ) *C ( 5 ) *G+A( 3 ) *C( 3 ) *B
Z=A( 1 ) *C ( 3 ) *R+A( 2 ) *C ( 6 ) *G+A( 3 ) *C ( 9 ) *B
RETURN
END
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